








Several years ago, the company expanded its offering from natural stones to offer TABQUARTZ, a high-density quartz surface. 

cut-to-size and pre-fabricated countertop man

ufacturer. Some of the latest additions include: 

• CMS Brembana CNC Machining Center:

This 3-4 axes CNC machining center with a 

rotating table increases fabrication capabili

ties by a staggering 50% when compared to a 

conventional CNC machine, It can perform any 

raw and polished contouring, as well as milling, 

drilling, pocketing, conical hole, drain boards, 
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depths enabling TAB to obtain tiles of marble/ 

granite or squaring up of slabs. 

• Pellegrini Continuous Flaming Machine:

A very useful and important machine for proj

ects which can use a rough textured facade.

This is a continuous flaming machine that

comes with a series of minor adjustments -

especially ensuring a very smooth and uniform

texture - which otherwise cannot be achieved

by a manual/hand-held flaming operation.

TAB also has various other equipment to pro

vide different textured finishes, such as scratch 

surface, bushhammered and shot-blasted 

surfaces on various stones, which have been 

gaining a lot of interest among both projects, as 

well as regular stone importers/distributors. The 

pre-fabricated countertop market for factory-fin

ished products is a very interesting business for 

the company, especially given its quartz surface 

business, where the demand continues to grow. 

"Apart from the simple cut-to-size and pre

fabricated countertop business, we were also 

receiving a lot of requests for special finishes 

as well as three-dimensional finishes on sur

faces," said Sumit Gupta, managing director 

of TAB. "These CNC machines will be able to 

target exactly that market in addition to what 

we already do. Value addition and pushing the 

limits of artistic expression on different stone 

surfaces is what we feel challenged by. We are 

growing organically to not just be viewed as a 

surfaces company, but as someone who can 

supply lifestyle options as far as design and 

creativity can take you." sw
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